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About This Game

Developed by true shooter veterans in Croteam, Serious Sam 4: Planet Badass reignites the classic series by improving on the
old-school formula. Enjoy the high-adrenaline action combat with an unbelievably destructive arsenal and experience Sam's

iconic enemy-annihilating circle-strafing and backpedaling dance-routine on an even bigger scale.

KEY FEATURES

AAAAAAAAAAAAA… BOOM
Serious Sam was always about using whatever comes towards you for target practice and this time it's no different. Fight
through giant hordes of relentless foes, both those that defined the franchise like Kamikaze and Kleer and those ready to

become iconic in the future.

Bigger, badder, better
Fight and explore your way through huge environments populated with optional objectives, secrets and deadly ambushes. But,

fear not! Serious Sam 4: Planet Badass is still a focused, linear experience you have come to love, and NOT an open-world
game.

Wroom, wroom
Traversing big environments is no easy task. So get your driving skills ready and jump on a motorcycle, a combine or even a

bulletproof popemobile and drive your way through unfortunate enemy pedestrians.

This time, Sam's bringing friends
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Companions no longer appear only in cut-scenes, but are taking part in the action. Rodriguez, Jones, Hellfire and the rest of the
crew are joining Sam in this epic journey through Planet Badass.
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Title: Serious Sam 4: Planet Badass
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Croteam
Publisher:
Devolver Digital
Franchise:
Serious Sam, Croteam
Release Date: TBA

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: TBA

Processor: TBA

Graphics: TBA

Sound Card: TBA

English
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Hectic 1.0.2: Red Advancement + Lunar Sale:

Hectic has returned for a pretty lengthy update! Let's get into it.. ENTER THE ANCIENT LABYRINTH!:

Playing as Pamela Cavendish, you will embark on the greatest adventure of your life into the fascinating world of antiquity.
Together with her colleague and fellow scholar Dr. Robert McNamara, our protagonist will follow the trail of a mysterious
organization whose members believe in the actual existence of the mythical Minotaur and are in fact preparing to bring back the
beast after more than 2,000 years. Pamela has to find out what really happened during the epic encounter between the demigod
Theseus and the beast Minotaur eons ago. She needs to learn the truth about the descendant of Ariadne, the only human capable
of thwarting the cult’s plans and stopping the beast of the labyrinth once and for all. Will she manage to defeat the malevolent
cult and stop the legendary horror from returning to our world?

Endless Fables will be available at 40% discount for a limited time after the release.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/504000?beta=0

. Will Glow the Wisp - Release Time:
The game will Release tomorrow on the 15. Sep at 17:00 UTC. I am looking forward to hear what you think.

Regards Niki. Fixed a gamebreaking bug and updated the game:
I fixed the bug that broke the game if you found an easter egg. This wont happen now, but it will still happen (for some reason)
when you alt-tab out of the game. Also I added a lil easter egg inside an easter egg. Bet you cant find it :D

Divertic out. Game Barks Contest results:
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Greetings, comrades!

While you were fighting for the glory of your people and defending fortresses, never letting the enemy break your fighting
spirit, we were busy choosing the best lines players will soon hear in the game. It's time to announce the best phrases and award
their authors with amazing prizes. Having taken stock of the contest, we've decided not to pick the winners in each region, but to
select the best participants overall.

We collected barks in all languages from all platforms and have chosen 4 winners! They are the following players:  |SDC|
Vengefulnoob, Саша Курочкин[vk.com], Guderian01[en.blitzkrieg.com],
Alex.

They will each get a legendary tank of their choice and their names will appear in the project credits.

In addition, we decided to reward the authors of phrases we liked but which didn't make it to the top.

They are:

 slavios[ru.blitzkrieg.com]
patrickbrownh[en.blitzkrieg.com]
TurtleAndRabbit[en.blitzkrieg.com]
Андрей Федорин[vk.com]
Алексей Новикофф[vk.com]
Руслан Громов[vk.com]
HANNIBAL BM
master_chief0712

These players can choose one of the following tanks: Pz.Kpfw. VI Tiger, SdFkz 234 Puma, SdKfz 165 Hummel, SdKfz 186
Jagdtiger, Pz.Kpfw. VI Tiger II, KV-2, KV-85, T-44, IS-2, ISU-152, T26E1 Super Pershing, Sherman Caliope, Churchill,
M4A3E8 Fury.

To receive your prizes, all players mentioned above need to send a personal message to the project community manager on the
same site where the set of bark phrases was submitted – on
forum[en.blitzkrieg.com] and Steam. The subject line should contain the words "Game Barks Contest Winner", your nickname,
and the desired reward.
All prizes will be given out by the end of January. We would also like to remind you that they are going to be re-awarded to the
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winners after the global account wipe.

Thanks to all the participants and see you on the battlefield!. Polandball needs you:
Hello guys,

For the next update we need your help. We want to add more comic messages specific to each countryball. There are a few
messages right now but we need moar.

Current countries in the game:
-RomaniaBall
-GreatBritainBall
-USABall
-SerbiaBall
-BrazilBall
-FinlandBall
-BelgiumBall
-CanadaBall
-SpainBall
-MexicoBall
-FranceBall
-LatviaBall
-NorthKoreeaBall
-ChinaBall
-RussiaBall
-EstoniaBall
-SwissBall
-GreeceBall
-SweedenBall
-JapanBall
-GermonyBall
-SouthAfricaBall
-ScotlandBall

-HollandBall (Friendly)
-ItalyBall (Friendly)
-JamaicaBall (Friendly)

What you have to do:

Write in the comment section a message you think it's funny for a particular countryball when Polandball collide with it. If we
like it we will going to select it to appear in the game.

Example:
RomaniaBall - Suk Ma Blod

Rules
-No ugly swears (comments will be delated)
-No more than 20 characters

The update will appear somewhere after 8 July.
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PS: you can add as many messages as you want for one or multiple countryballs
. Vote on new Trailmakers features!:
Hi Trailmakers!

Today I want to talk to you about a very cool fan-made initiative called the Trailmakers Suggestions Trello - a place where you
can let us know which features you would most like to see in Trailmakers.

Some enterprising players on our official Discord server[discord.gg] (please like and subscribe) have taken it upon themselves
to create and curate a very large list of feature suggestions for future Trailmakers updates. As developers, this is by no means a
checklist that we feel we have to complete before 1.0, but it is a great source of reference for when we discuss updates
internally.

When considering a new feature, we have to weigh a lot of factors first. Do we (the developers) want it in the game? Do the
players want it in the game? Is it good for new players? And for old players? Is it time consuming to develop? The Trello list is
one of the places we refer to when we ask ourselves “what do the players want?”. Some of the features on the list will be added,
some will be solved by adding other features, and some of them will probably never make it to the game.

Since launch we’ve implemented these highly requested player suggestions:

If you want to vote for any of the suggestions on the list, all you need is to make a Trello account. If you want a feature added to
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the board, go to our Discord and post it in the #feature-suggestions room - a helpful moderator will either add it, or let you know
if it already exists.

You can find the Trello here: https://trello.com/b/aSShFsXY/trailmakers-suggestion-list
And our Discord server here: http://discord.gg/Trailmakers. 1.0.55 BETA:
- new: higher res character images
- new: UI parallax (can be disabled in userstate file by setting <UIparallax> to 0)
- optimizations: managed to get an extra 15FPS during battle on my laptop :D
- FML: voxel engine horse/chariot requires WAY more than that spare 15FPS D:
- NOTE: voxel stuff not ready for testing yet (sorry.)

BALANCING
-magistrate/legate exhibition matches are now held in the ludus - the host will pick a random opponent gladiator from your local
stock!
-cooldown on magisdtrate legate matches
-difficulty curve adjusted
-difficulty cannot be changed through the UI while the game is running
-arena battle reward coin CAP curve adjusted (yep, a bit harder)
-doctore training costs now scale with user selected difficulty (time to research stays the same, so that certain unlocks are still
achievable, but cost increases with difficulty)
-number of reward slaves likely to be given has been diminished
-likelihood of reward slaves being pre-loaded with experience has been diminished greatly
-more sophisticated opponent generator systems (not perfect, just more sophisticated) to help vary the difficulty of opponents. 
Hotfix 2018.0.6862:
It seems that with the migration to Unity 2018.3 our old shaders became incompatible with certain video cards and/or drivers.
This caused the game to crash or produce various strange bugs related to visuals. Therefore in 2018.0.6862 hotfix we've
recreated all the shaders in the game to make certain they are compatible with the new version of the engine. Our preliminary
tests on several different machines show a much stabler behavior, which leads us to believe that the problem has been solved. If,
however, you continue to encounter such issues don't hesitate to let us know either here or via email to 
contact@bellealgames.com at your earliest convenience.

We wish you a pleasant and trouble-free play.
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